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Abstract. Industrial robots today are still mostly pre-programmed to
perform a specific task. Despite previous research in human-robot inter-
action in the academia, adopting such systems in industrial settings is
not trivial and has rarely been done. In this paper, we introduce a robotic
system that we control with high-level verbal commands, leveraging some
of the latest neural approaches to language understanding and a cogni-
tive architecture for goal-directed but reactive execution. We show that
a large-scale pre-trained language model can be effectively fine-tuned for
translating verbal instructions into robot tasks, better than other seman-
tic parsing methods, and that our system is capable of handling through
dialogue a variety of exceptions that happen during human-robot inter-
action including unknown tasks, user interruption, and changes in the
world state.

Keywords: Intention translation · Semantic parsing · Human-robot in-
teraction · Cognitive architecture

1 Introduction

Despite the recent advance in human-robot interaction, we still see industrial
robots being pre-programmed to perform a specific task in a secure environment.
Although new collaborative robots, or co-bots, are safer around humans and
therefore used in or near human work spaces, making them to work on a new task
still involves manual programming in many industry cases. We aim to change this
paradigm and develop a system that enables robots to adapt to the human norm,
in which workers interact with their teammates to gather sufficient information
about new tasks they need to perform and inform each other about the progress.
There can be multiple modalities with which teammates can communicate with
one another but, in this work, we present a system that can understand natural
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verbal instructions from humans, translating the utterances into a machine-
readable representation of tasks, and perform the given tasks appropriately in
situations that evolve dynamically.

Previous works on the instruction-to-task translation task utilize verb frames
[3], grammar-based semantic parsers [11, 19], syntactic parser-based probabilistic
models [14, 12], and end-to-end neural networks [18] including large-scale pre-
trained language models [5]. However, they have not explored latest techniques
of semantic parsing, the task of identifying the semantics of a given sentence
and representing it in a machine-readable representation. In this work, we adapt
recent and well-known methods of semantic parsing for the translation task and
show that a pre-trained model [17] outperforms the other methods of semantic
parsing probably because the pre-trained model can be effectively fine-tuned
with the small size of our dataset.

In the sections that follow, we first review previous research on semantic
parsing, as wells as translating instructions for robots, that influenced our work.
Then we explain how our system leverages latest techniques for natural language
processing to translate user utterances to goals to achieve in the given situation.
After that, we describe our robot’s cognitive architecture that takes the trans-
lated goals and execute procedures that achieve them in a reactive manner. We
then discuss some future work before we conclude.

2 Related work

2.1 Translating instructions for robot motion planning

In this section, we discuss selected previous works on translating human instruc-
tion into meaning representation of machine-readable format for the purpose of
robot motion planning. [3] presented a model that translates simple instruction
sentences with a single verb frame into robot motion plans, even if the instruc-
tions are incomplete, by using commonsense reasoning. However, there is a need
for expressing more complex intentions than single verb frames.

To address the need, [11, 19] developed combinatory categorical grammar
(CCG)-based semantic parsers, where a grammar is to understand the whole
meaning of even complex sentences. CCG is a lexical grammar, where most of
linguistic information required for natural language understanding are specified
at the lexical level; in other words, each word is associated with its pre-defined
semantics. While a CCG-based semantic parser can be learned from a large
collection of meaning representations [1], such a grammar-based approach cannot
be automatically adapted for a small dataset in the robotics domain.

Instead of adapting a grammar-based semantic parser, [14, 12] utilize syn-
tactic parsers, which identify the syntactic relations among words in a given
sentence but do not represent them in a domain-specific meaning representa-
tion. For instance, [14] proposed dynamic grounding graphs (DGG). DGG first
performs syntactic parsing on a given instruction, producing a tree-like syn-
tactic structure of the sentence, then maps each word phrase of the structure
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to its groundings (e.g. object, location, motion, task), and finally computes cost
function parameters used in optimization-based motion planner by using a prob-
abilistic model based on the groundings and a given environment. However, these
methods require a large data collection to learn such a probabilistic model that
can translate syntactic information into robot motion plans ([14] used 100,000
samples, and [12] used 6,099 utterances).

[18] and other works (available at archives) present neural networks that
learn to translate an instruction utterance to meaning representation without a
grammar or a syntactic parser, including LSTM [9] and BERT [5]. However, they
have not explored more recent and well-known methods of semantic parsing for
the translation task. We thus adapt 4 recent advanced semantic parsing methods
for the task and discuss their evaluation comparison results in this work.

2.2 Semantic parsing

In this section, we discuss selected recent works on neural network-based seman-
tic parsing. [6] present a neural network model, called Coarse2Fine, which has
two encoders for training, while using only one encoder for inference. Coarse2Fine
assumes that a meaning representation can be simplified into an intermediate
form, which can be generated automatically from the ground-truth meaning rep-
resentation. They train a model that first learns to generate the intermediate
form from an input sentence and then generates the actual meaning represen-
tation based on the sentence embeddings and the intermediate embeddings. At
inference, the model takes as input only an input sentence.

A new approach to semantic parsing is to incorporate the ‘world knowledge’ of
meaning representation into semantic parsing. [20] present a pre-trained language
model that jointly learns representations for sentences and (semi-)structured
tables and a semantic parser based on the pre-trained model, where their goal
is to generate e.g. SQL queries executable on the tables. We do not follow this
approach since robot world states are dynamic and keep changing, unlike tables.

Another approach is ‘interactive’ semantic parser, getting feedback from user
and updating semantic parsing outputs accordingly. [7] generate a SQL query
and its text description and, if user gives a corrective instruction upon the text
description and the SQL query’s execution results, update the SQL query by
incorporating the corrective instruction. [21] analyze a user instruction and, if it
has any ambiguous phrase, ask the user a specific question for disambiguation.
The proposed work is also interactive in that it checks if the intention translated
from a given instruction is valid in given conditions of robot world states and, if
not valid, gives feedback to the user for them to alternate the instruction.

3 Goal Translation

In this section, we discuss automatic generation of an intention from a given
instruction sentence. We describe our in-house dataset for this task and the
approach we have taken.
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3.1 Utterance-Goal Annotation Dataset

Our dataset consists of 141 human utterances of instruction sentences for the
robot to execute a subgoal in a gearbox assembly and disassembly scenario.
Each intention string is translated into a sequence of tokens (words and symbols)
consisting of three parts: Intention type (e.g. instruct achieve, instruct maintain),
symbols describing the actions to perform as a function (e.g. fasten ?casing-
top ?screw), and variable bindings or conditions (e.g. casing-base ?casing-base),
which are given after the keyword ‘given’. The dataset contains 45 unique verbs
(e.g. insert, attach, install) and 32 unique object types (e.g. gearbox, input-shaft,
screw). Table 1 shows example instruction sentences and their intentions.

Human utterance Translated intention

Please begin assembly of the
casing base

instruct achieve (assembled ?casing-base) given
(casing-base ?casing-base)

Install the input shaft instruct achieve (installed ?input-shaft ?object)
given (input-shaft ?input-shaft)

Please attach the small hub
cover onto the casing top
next

instruct achieve (attached ?small-hub-cover
?casing-top) given (small-hub-cover ?small-hub-
cover) (casing-top ?casing-top)

To start disassembly, put the
gearbox in a vertical position

instruct achieve (vertical ?gearbox) given (gearbox
?gearbox)

Table 1. Examples of translated intentions in our utterance-goal dataset

3.2 Goal Translation System

We approach it as a sequence-to-sequence task, taking an instruction sentence
as input and generating an intention string as a sequence of tokens (words and
symbols). One advantage of the sequence-to-sequence approach is that we can
employ pre-trained language models (e.g. GPT-2 [16], T5 [17]), which are trained
with large collection of English texts by self-supervised learning methods (e.g.
masked language modeling) and recently led to many breakthroughs in natural
language processing including semantic parsing. The intention has structure,
consisting of tuples and keywords, but the elements of the structure are written
in English words and can thus be targeted for generation by fine-tuning the
pre-trained language models.

The intention generation can be considered as a task of semantic parsing,
in that it aims at generating the meaning representation of a given sentence
from the viewpoint of motion planning. Therefore, we adapt several methods
of semantic parsing for the task, including employing LSTM, the pre-trained
language models and other methods (e.g. Coarse2Fine [6]). Technically, we used
two layers of bi-LSTM and GloVe word embeddings [15] as inputs to the LSTM
model (learning rate: 1e-3, number of epochs: 60, dropout rate: 0.1). We used the
following hyper-parameters to fine-tune of the two pre-trained models: GPT-2
(learning rate: 5e-5, number of epochs: 150, dropout rate: 0.1) and T5 (learning
rate: 3e-4, number of epochs: 50, dropout rate: 0.1).
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For Coarse2Fine, it requires the output of semantic parsing to be of tree
structure. We thus slightly modified the intention string as follows: 1) adding
brackets to surround the whole intention string and 2) moving the “repeat all”
keyword before the actions so that the keyword is the root of the sub-tree of
actions. Table 2 shows examples of these modifications. We used the following
hyper-parameters to train the Coarse2Fine parser3: learning rate 5e-3, number
of epochs 100, dropout rate 0.5. Batch size is set as 16 for all the 4 models.

Changes Original intention Changed intention

Add brackets instruct achieve (attached
?small hub cover ?casing top)
given (small hub cover
?small hub cover) (casing top
?casing top)

(instruct achieve (attached
(?small hub cover ?casing top
) ) (given (small hub cover
?small hub cover ) (casing top
?casing top ) ) )

Move “repeat
all” to the front

instruct achieve (checked ?bolt)
given (bolt ?bolt) repeat all

(instruct achieve (repeat-all
((checked ?bolt) (given (bolt
?bolt)))))

Table 2. Examples of changes made in intentions in coarse2fine

4 Reactive Execution for Translated Goals

The translated goals are used in our robot to execute procedures that achieve
them in a reactive manner. We developed our robotic system in the context of a
cognitive architecture, Icarus [4], that provides an infrastructure for cognitively-
inspired intelligent capabilities on our robot. In this section, we first review
Icarus briefly and then describe how the architecture processes the translated
goals from the dialogue system, which employs the semantic parsers introduced
in the next section, for reactive execution. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of
the system.

4.1 ICARUS Review

Research on cognitive architectures is inspired by psychological evidence for
many aspects of human mind. They share a certain set of commitments they
make about representation, memory, and processes that work over them. One
such architecture, Icarus, assumes relational representation of knowledge, dis-
tinguishes long-term and short-term memories, and operates in recognize-act
cycles as other architectures do. But Icarus also features a unique combination
of its explicit commitment to hierarchical knowledge structures, the distinction
of concepts, procedures, and goals, and its goal reasoning and teleoreactive exe-
cution.

3 https://github.com/donglixp/coarse2fine
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Fig. 1. Overview of the goal translation pipeline.

((holding ?hand ?obj)
:elements ((hand ?hand *status ?gripper))
:tests ((not (= ?gripper ‘open))

(not (= ?gripper ‘closed))))

((output-insertion-complete ?hand ?output ?case)
:elements ((output ?output)

(inserted ?output ?case)
(hand-empty ?hand)
(in-high-pose ?hand)))

Table 3. Sample concepts of the Icarus cognitive architecture

Icarus uses concepts as its vocabulary to describe relations that hold true in
the world. Table 3 shows some examples in the industrial manipulation domain
we use. Concepts resemble Horn clauses [10] that include a head, a list of match-
ing conditions, and optional tests against matched variables. The first concept,
holding, matches against a manipulator hand and checks its status attribute to
see if the hand is holding any object. Notice that this concept definition uses only
perceptual matching against objects and their attributes, making this a primi-
tive concept. The second concept, however, is a non-primitive one, and we can
see that it refers to other concepts, inserted, hand-empty, and in-high-pose,
in addition to perceptual matching against an output object. In this manner,
Icarus’s concepts form a hierarchy of relations.

To describe procedures that achieve certain situations in the world, the ar-
chitecture uses skills. Table 4 shows some sample skills from our industrial ma-
nipulation domain. We can consider skills to be a hierarchical version of Strips
operators [8] with a head, a list of matching conditions, a list of direct actions or
sub-skills, and a set of effects. The first skill, insert-object, is a primitive skill,
in that it only refers to actions that can be executed directly in the world. It re-
quires three objects (a hand, an object, and a case) and two concepts (holding
and in-insertable-pose) as its precondition and, upon a successful comple-
tion, achieves the concept, inserted, in the world. In contrast, the second skill
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((insert-object ?hand ?object ?target)
:elements ((hand ?hand)

(object ?object)
(case ?target)
(holding ?hand ?object)
(in-insertable-pose ?hand ?object ?target))

:actions ((*move-in-z-until-contact ?hand))
:effects ((inserted ?object ?target)))

((insert-object ?hand ?object ?target)
:elements ((hand ?hand)

(object ?object)
(case ?target))

:subskills ((move-to-insertable-pose ?hand ?object ?target)
(insert-object ?hand ?object ?target))

:effects ((inserted ?object ?target)))

Table 4. Sample skills of the Icarus cognitive architecture

is a non-primitive skill, which refers to other skills, move-to-insertable-pose
and insert-object (the first example), in order to achieve its effects.

Using concepts and skills like the ones we have seen so far, the Icarus archi-
tecture is able to infer the current situation of the world based on the sensory
input and make decisions to execute a certain skill at each given time. Icarus’s
execution of skills is governed by its goals, which are general descriptions of de-
sired situations written as concept instances with their associated relevance con-
ditions. For example, the architecture will decide to execute two different skills
even under two exactly same situations, given two different top-level goals. Due
to the limited space available here, we will refer curious readers to our previous
work for more detailed review of Icarus and various processes it employs. We
will discuss its goal-oriented but reactive execution in the next section, while we
describe how the architecture uses the translated goals from the dialogue system
for execution.

4.2 Reactive Execution of Translated Goals

When the user generates utterances, our system’s goal translation module takes
and translates them into a format our cognitive architecture can understand.
First, our system parses the translations into the description of goals and the
conditions that should be met. Icarus compiles these into a top-level goal,
which its execution module can readily take and process. During this process,
it also looks up the words used in the goals and conditions against its linguistic
domain knowledge base to disambiguate the meaning. For example, the system
replaces the verbs, place, put, and install with install, which Icarus’s
skills are written with. Then it checks whether the translated goal exists in its
concept definitions and verifies that the conditions hold in the current world
state. If either fails, the user is prompted to modify their instruction by using
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more specific descriptions. Given a valid translation of goals and conditions,
Icarus generates a task plan to achieve the given goal. The plan is a set of
skill instances at multiple levels of abstraction, grounded at the robot’s low-level
actions. During action execution, the architecture consistently checks for new
user utterances, as well as changes in situation. This enables the user to interrupt
the execution anytime by defining a new goal. Table 5 shows an example dialogue
between human user and robot, where the user interrupts robot.

Human: Assemble the gearbox.
Robot: I do not recognize that goal. Please give more detailed instruction.
Human: Insert the input subassembly into the casing base.
Robot: I will work on inserting input subassembly into case.

(Robot starts to move to pick up the object.)
Human: Actually, insert the output subassembly into the casing base first.
Robot: I will work on inserting output subassembly into case.

(Robot works to pick up the new object.)

Table 5. Example dialogue between human user and robot, with a user interruption

5 Evaluation of Goal Translation Methods

We evaluated the four methods of goal translation against our utterance-goal
annotation dataset, randomly splitting the dataset into 90% for training and
10% for testing and reporting the average performance of the methods across
5 random splits. Table 6 shows the evaluation results of the methods against
the dataset. The accuracy measure indicates if the whole string of generated
intention is correct or not. As a strict measure, the accuracies of the methods
are low due to the small size of the dataset. We also introduce an F1-score that
measures how many correct concepts the generated intentions contain. The two
measures indicate how easily a user can select or write the correct intention
based on the top results of a method.

Method Accuracy F1

LSTM 28.0% 68.0%
Coarse2Fine 34.7% 75.5%

GPT-2 32.0% 76.1%
T5 46.7% 84.1%

Table 6. Evaluation results of semantic parsing methods for intention generation. ‘F1’
indicates F1-score.

The evaluation results summarized in Table 6 show that pre-trained models
(e.g. GPT-2, T5) outperform non-pre-trained models (e.g. LSTM) even though
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the LSTM model utilizes pre-trained word embeddings (GloVe). This can be
possibly due to the small size of the dataset, which is not enough to optimize
randomly initialized parameters of the LSTM model. T5 is reported to show
better performance also on other NLP applications than GPT-2 [17].

Coarse2Fine achieves significantly higher performance than LSTM, but sig-
nificantly lower performance than T5. Coarse2Fine is better than LSTM prob-
ably because Coarse2Fine adds a sketch layer between the LSTM encoder and
the decoder in order to first learn an intermediate representation of intention
and then to generate the intention string, and applies parent feeding.

The pre-trained model T5 is better than Coarse2Fine, while GPT-2 is
slightly worse in terms of accuracy but slightly better in terms of F1 score than
Coarse2Fine. The higher accuracy yet lower F1 score of Coarse2Fine might be
explained by the sketch layer, which guides Coarse2Fine to first form the whole
sketch of intention before generating the full string of intention. The mixed
results of comparison between the pre-trained models and the LSTM-based so-
phisticated semantic parsing method may result from differences between the
two pre-trained models such that T5 is pre-trained with much bigger data (7
TB) than GPT-2 (40 GB), and that T5 is an encoder-decoder model, while
GPT-2 has a decoder only. But, we cannot conclude that the bigger pre-trained
language model shows the higher performance on the intention generation task,
since we have not compared with other pre-trained language models, and leave
it as a future work to understand why a certain pre-trained model is better than
others for the goal translation task.

6 Future Work

The current work provides a good foundation for interactive robotic systems.
But we need many additional capabilities to build a robot that humans feel more
natural to work with across different domains. For instance, the system needs to
have the capacity to translate a broader range of utterances, potentially using
common sense knowledge to understand a variety of ways to say same things.
We plan to address variations in verbs and nouns, leveraging SenticNet [2], a
common sense knowledge base. The knowledge base describes the meaning of
such words using their corresponding primitive words, and this enables us to
replace new words with known synonyms that the Icarus architecture knows
how to act upon.

In addition, we plan to extend our system with an interactive learning ca-
pability. This will allow human users to teach new concepts and skills verbally,
eliminating the need for manual encoding of such knowledge. Interactive learning
can occur when the user specifically asks for it, or when the system encounters
words in user utterance that do not currently map to internal goals. Some pre-
vious work on cognitive architectures [13] support this functionality in various
ways, and we will use those as our reference.
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7 Conclusions

We leverage recent and well-known semantic parsing models and adapted them
to the intention translation task by fine-tuning the models with the small-sized
dataset of our target domain. The intention translation is used in combination
with a cognitive architecture, Icarus [4], to allow the human operator to issue
high-level verbal commands to an industrial robot. Using the translated goal
and cognitive architecture, the robot generates and executes a task plan. Finally,
we evaluated four semantic parsing methods on our small-sized utterance-goal
dataset and showed that the pre-trained model T5 [17] outperforms the other
methods. Future work will address investigating why some pre-trained models
perform better than others on this task.
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